
An herbal tincture is a concentrated and easy-to-use form of herbal
medicine that uses alcohol to extract the healing and medicinal
properties of various plant matter over a period of time. For this
tincture, we are using flowers (lavender and rose) in combination with
lemon balm to support our nervous systems and soothe our hearts.
Alcohol is used because it is one of few solvents that is strong enough to
extract the plant’s healing properties without heat, and it’s also used
because of its extended preserving capability. If you would prefer not to
use alcohol, you can substitute for apple cider vinegar!

Flower tinctures are easy to make and incredibly versatile in their uses!
In nurturing ourselves with the healing power of plants, we cultivate a
deeper connection to nature and to our own well-being. 
We will make the flower tincture in this session, let it sit and gather
strength, and then we will bottle it in our next LIVE with Rachel on June
8th. Below is everything you'll need to create a flower tincture, but feel
free to intuitively choose a flower/herb/herbal combination to work
with.

How To Create Your Own Flower Tincture

We're looking forward to our upcoming Mother Yourself
Healing Hour LIVE with Rachel Brathen on May 4th, and
we want to make sure you have everything you need to
make your own flower tincture! We will be doing this
together, but you can also use these instructions
whenever you are feeling called to create your own
flower tincture, so save this PDF for later. It's a
wonderful opportunity to connect with the healing
power of plants and nurture yourself from within,
whenever you feel called to!

1.



Small, clean glass jar with lid 
Dried rose, lavender, and lemon balm (equal
parts of each or enough to fill small jar
about halfway)
High-proof vodka (at least 80 proof/40% ABV)
(enough to fill ½ of your glass jar) 
Used kitchen towel or cheesecloth 
Dark glass bottle with dropper 
Large food-grade bowl 
Sieve or strainer 
Food-grade funnel or liquid measuring cup
with pour spout (*optional to make bottling
easier) 
Piece of parchment paper (*optional if lid to
glass jar is metal - put between metal lid and
jar to prevent rusting)
Label

Materials Needed: 

Instructions:

*Note: when consuming herbs/flowers, we recommend
sourcing organic whenever possible or carefully

washing/rinsing beforehand to lessen the amount of
pesticides consumed. 

2.



Store your jar in a cool, dark, and dry place for at
least 6 weeks. Shake it every couple days to avoid
mold build up and periodically check to make sure
the alcohol didn’t evaporate (if it does, just top it
off with enough to cover the herbs again).

Fill jar ⅓-½ full with dried herbs. Top off with
alcohol, enough to cover at least an inch above the
plant matter (this is important to ensure your
herbs don’t mold). Seal with lid (we recommend
using a piece of parchment paper under your lid if
it’s metal to prevent rusting and contamination),
then give it a good shake. If you are setting a
specific intention for this tincture, speak it out
loud. We also recommend singing to your herbs! The
energy you hold as you make medicine is the energy
your medicine will hold.

When you’re ready to bottle your tincture, put a
strainer over a large bowl. Lay an older kitchen
towel or cheesecloth down inside the strainer,
arranged so the center of the towel/cloth is in the
center of the strainer. The towel/cloth will do
most of the straining, but the strainer will help to
ensure nothing is missed. 

Process:

3.

Remember, we will be bottling the tincture together in the
next LIVE on June 8th. But if you decide to make a tincture on
your own, save this PDF so you have the steps to bottle it in
the future! 



From here, carefully pour your tincture liquid into a
glass bottle (*option to use a food-grade funnel or
liquid measuring cup with pour spout). Seal with the
topper and label it (we recommend labeling with the
names of the herbs and the date it was tinctured).
Tinctures are typically safe to use for at least 2
years when stored in a cool, dark, and dry place.

Carefully pour your alcohol-infused liquid into the
towel/cloth held over the strainer to strain all the
liquid into the bowl, then pick up the corners of
the towel/cloth and squeeze as much of the liquid
through it as possible. 

Process: (continued)

*Note: when consuming herbs/flowers, we recommend sourcing
organic whenever possible or carefully washing/rinsing beforehand to

lessen the amount of pesticides consumed.

What are the unique qualities and properties of
each flower/herb you're working with?

1.

Tune into your intuition as you create your flower
tincture. How could these plant allies support you
in your day to day?

2.

How can you incorporate mindfulness into the
process of making and using your tincture?

3.

Reflections: 

Self-ref
lection

Today, I'll breathe in gratitude and

exhale any negativity.

I honor my journey, embracing both

challenges.

In stilln
ess, I f

ind the wisdom

to navigate life
's twists.

My practice i
s a mirror, refl

ecting

my inner stre
ngth.

With each breath, I rele
ase what

no longer serv
es me.

In every
 setback, there's a

 seed of

opportunity.

I am a work in progress,

constantly evolving and growing.

In the dance of life, 
I choose to

move with grace.

With kindness towards myself, I

embrace imperfect
ion.

I trust in the universe'
s timing,

surrendering to it.

4.


